The Whale: In Search of the Giants of the Sea

â€œUnpredictable and amusing and informative and original, cavorting between biology,
history, travel writing, and memoir.â€•â€”Mark KurlanskyÂ The Whale by Philip Hoare is a
enthralling and eye-opening literary leviathan swimming in similar bestselling waters as Cod
and The Secret Life of Lobsters. Winner of the BBC Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfiction,
The Whale is a lively travelogue through the history, literature, and lore of the king of the
seaâ€”the remarkable mammals that we human beings have long been fascinated with, from
Moby Dick to Free Willy. Bestselling author and naturalist Bernd Heinrich calls it, â€œa
moving and extraordinary book,â€• and Hoareâ€™s sparkling account of swimming with
these incredible behemoths will delight whale and wildlife aficionados, lovers of the sea and
sea stories, as well as the socially and environmentally conscious reader.
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Philip Hoareâ€™s books include biographies of Stephen Tennant and Noel Coward, the
historical studies, Wildeâ€™s Last Stand, Spike Island, and Englandâ€™s Lost Eden. His
book Leviathan or, The. The Whale has ratings and reviews. Jennifer said: I don't know if I
can finish this book. In the early pages the author wrote I was ready to b.
Philip Hoare haunts whaling destinations in a quest to understand the whale, the cosmos,
â€œMoby-Dickâ€• and himself. People impressed by the size of dinosaurs should be really
enthralled by whales: These aquatic mammals include the heftiest creatures ever to. The
Whale: In Search Of The Giants Of The Sea. New York: Ecco, pages. [Originally published
as: Leviathan, or, The Whale. London: Fourth Estate . REVIEW: Philip Hoare, The Whale: In
Search Of The Giants Of The Sea. Colin D. Dewey. Cornell University. Search for more
papers by this.
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